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Introduction 
Ethernet has become central to the data service

definitions now coming into focus. With growth in

packet data as the driving force, many carriers are

well down the path to implementing next-genera-

tion Ethernet services that promise not only new

sources of revenue, but also improved profitability

in the delivery of data services. 

The challenge to date has been in traditional

SONET/SDH infrastructures that do not support

the granularity, scale, low cost and on-demand

bandwidth required by packet applications. In addi-

tion, these legacy TDM networks do not offer the

efficiency needed to meet mandatory profitability

objectives.  As a result, carriers have seen reduced

revenues with lower profitability as the operating

costs and capital investments associated with data

services have continued to rise. 

Carrier-class Ethernet:
A Services Definition

W h i t e  P a p e r

The options are fairly straightforward: either build

an entirely new data services overlay network or

leverage the existing infrastructure. To optimize

investments already made in transport and back

office systems, many carriers are choosing to bring

the economics of Ethernet together with their

existing SONET/SDH networks to create a new gen-

eration of carrier-class Ethernet services that offer:

• Granular, SLA-managed bandwidth guarantees; 

• Rapid, even on-demand service activation;

• SONET/SDH resilience and manageability;

• Services that span the metro and wide area; 

• High-speed migration for current data services;

• A simple strategy to sell new and more services;

• Integration with existing TDM services; and

• Greatly reduced operating and capital costs.

The Economics of Ethernet 
With its leadership cost, ubiquity, and scale,

Ethernet is the obvious choice to deliver next-gen-

eration packet services. Independent of the under-

lying transport architecture, Ethernet as a service

interface fundamentally changes the economics of

data service delivery.
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Consider today’s scenario. Customers must deploy

new, sometimes different, WAN technologies and

services every time they increase bandwidth.  Each

new technology creates added equipment cost and

administrative complexity. For example, a corporate

Intranet customer expanding beyond a 2xT1 frame

relay connection must invest in a fractional or full

rate DS3 frame relay solution. The next step is OC-

3 rate ATM. This same customer might separately

be funding hardware and service upgrades to meet

Internet bandwidth growth requirements. 

From the carrier perspective, each new service

install/upgrade requires a costly, often slow-to-

schedule truck roll. It’s not unusual for the installation

to take weeks, even months. This labor-intensive

process results in high operating costs, which ulti-

mately drive service profitability down. It also intro-

duces real revenue risk as each upgrade creates the

opportunity for a competitor to claim a better, faster,

cheaper service. 

Now imagine the simplicity of a phone jack, the

established conduit for delivering all voice services,

being applied to the delivery of next-generation

data services. 

The Customer Cost of Ownership Win:

Ethernet offers measurable cost advantages as

multi-function WAN routers, DSUs/CSUs, Frame

Relay Access Devices (FRADs), etc., are replaced by

a simple LAN switch or router. CPE/CLE cost is

reduced not only as a new service is installed, but

also over time as existing equipment now accom-

modates follow-on bandwidth upgrades. 

Cost of ownership is further lowered as more com-

plex, difficult to staff WAN administration is replaced

with simple LAN administration. 

Because new services can be remotely activated

from either a provider’s Network Operations

Center (NOC) or a customer-managed location,

installation truck roll delays are eliminated. This

gives customers more rapid access to the bandwidth

they need. 

In addition, as bandwidth flexibly scales from 64 Kbps

to 1 Gbps rates, customers are no longer forced to

delay purchases until they can cost justify the next

large step. They can now purchase bandwidth with

the granularity they need, when they need it. This

ultimately means more revenue sooner to the carrier. 

The Carrier Profit Opportunity: Profitability is

most directly impacted by the lower operating costs

that come as installation truck rolls are replaced by

remote, dynamic service activation. To put these cost

savings into perspective, if a carrier could eliminate

even a single $500 truck roll per day across a fleet of

100 trucks, they would save $13 million dollars over

the course of a year. Extending this to a fleet of 500

trucks, eliminating a single truck roll per day would

translate into a $65 million dollar savings per year. 

Profitability is further enhanced with higher margin,

value-added services. "Just-in-time" or "on-demand"

bandwidth, customer-enabled SLA monitoring, 

and customer provisioning represent a few of the

high-value options.

Enabled by advanced Quality of Service (QoS) and

protocol interworking technologies, Ethernet can

also become the multi-service entry point to a

broad suite of Internet, frame relay, ATM and Native

Ethernet services. Once in place, providers can

readily "upsell" more bandwidth and new services,

enabling significant revenue growth with minimal

incremental investment. 
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A Carrier-Class Ethernet
Services Profile  
In the final analysis, the value of Ethernet is in the

new services, the revenue, and the profitability it

enables.  While these services may in time be offered

over a mix of transport architectures, many carriers

are choosing to leverage existing SONET/SDH

transport and back office infrastructures that cannot,

and will not, be replaced overnight.  Instead of 

creating yet another network overlay, they are

leveraging a proven infrastructure that is resilient,

manageable and globally deployed to create carrier-

class Ethernet over SONET/SDH services featuring:

• 50 msec restoration/recovery; 

• Metro and wide area service scope and scale;

• Ease of integration with back office systems;

• End-to-end service level management; and 

• Reduced equipment and facility costs.

As part of this strategy, a solution that brings the

efficiency of packet switching to SONET/SDH TDM

networks is central to reducing end-to-end capital

investments. Mechanisms supporting explicit rate

QoS on a per service basis are key to meeting differ-

entiated service level guarantees. Resilient packet

ring technologies are fundamental to extending the

50 msec recovery features of SONET/SDH to packet

services. And protocol mediation is required to enable

the migration from today’s frame relay, ATM and IP

services to a new generation of granular, readily

scalable Ethernet services. Figure 1 describes a few

of the service possibilities.

Ethernet Private Line: An Ethernet Private Line

(EPL) can be offered as a premium service address-

ing the many applications that require traditional

private line security and performance guarantees.

Storage Area Networking (SAN), H.323 Voice over

IP (VoIP), broadcast quality video and legacy SNA

are only a few of the possibilities.  Many carriers

envision EPL services as the migration path for tradi-

tional DS1/E1, DS3/E3 and OC-3/STM private line

circuits. Key aspects of the service include: 

• The economics of Ethernet as a service interface;

• Premium, private line security, reliability and QoS 

(loss, jitter, latency);

• End-to-end interoperability via existing Ethernet 

over SONET/SDH standards; and

• Plug-and-play fit with existing transport and back 

office systems.

Figure 1. Sample service profiles.

Service Name Service Profile Options

Ethernet Private Line • A premium service •1.5 Mbps to 1 Gbps
• T1/E1, DS3, OC-3 migration • Point-to-point
• Private line QoS • Multipoint (e.g. VPN)
• Private line security • Metro and WAN coverage

Ethernet Virtual • A business class service • 0 Mbps to 1 Gbps
Private Line • TLS service migration • Point-to-point

• Shared bandwidth economics • Point-to-multipoint
• Virtual network security • Multipoint (e.g. VPN)
• Committed and burst rate SLAs • Metro and WAN coverage

Ethernet Access • FR, ATM, IP service extension • 0 Mbps to 1 Gbps
• SLAs match in-place services • Point-to-point
• Shared bandwidth economics • Point-to-multipoint
• Committed and burst rate SLAs
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An EPL can be offered as a 10/100 Mbps or Gigabit

Ethernet service with granular service rates and differ-

entiated point-to-point or multipoint service options.

As an Ethernet over SONET/SDH service, an EPL

provides full private line security with the ability to

map customer traffic to a dedicated SONET/SDH

path supporting NxVT1.5 granularity. The private

line can reach across the WAN between any two

points accessible via the global SONET/SDH network.

And service level guarantees, e.g., data rate, latency

and jitter, can match those of traditional private

line offerings.

Not only does EPL provide a migration path for

current private line customers, it also creates a

high-speed, strategic link through which new services

can be readily provisioned over time.  

Ethernet Virtual Private Lines: A Virtual Private

Line (VPL) is a more cost effective LAN-to-LAN

service featuring granular bandwidth with SLAs that

are comparable to frame relay and ATM services.

When offered as an Ethernet over SONET/SDH

service it can provide "LAN speed" interconnection

between two or more sites that span a metropolitan

area and a wide area network.  A VPL service might,

for example, interconnect enterprise sites, content

data centers, ASP or content providers to customers.

It might also be offered as a wholesale service sold

by a carrier to an ASP/data center provider. 

VPL services can offer a migration path for earlier

generation Transparent LAN Services (TLS). Initially

based on IP over ATM over SONET/SDH architec-

tures, these solutions suffered from limited scale,

administrative complexity, high CPE/CLE costs, and

high cost of service delivery.  As a Native Ethernet

over SONET/SDH service, VPLs offer: 

• The benefits of Ethernet as a service interface;

• Service rates that scale from 64 Kbps to 1 Gbps;

• A guaranteed bit rate and burst rate per service;

• Service levels from guaranteed to best effort; 

• Point-to-point and multipoint service options;

• Shared, SLA-managed service economics; 

• Security matching frame relay/ATM services; and

• 5-nines availability and global service scale.

With a VPL, customers benefit from lower, shared

service pricing plus the ability to scale bandwidth

in granular, rapidly provisioned service increments. 

Carriers win as they leverage existing back office

and transport investments in the migration to shared

Ethernet services. Lower cost of delivery is enabled

as many customers, each with their own SLA, share

high-speed SONET/SDH paths or TDM time slots.

Service levels can be flexibly, software-tuned to meet

changing customer requirements. And more rev-

enue can be generated at lower cost via the exist-

ing network. 

Ethernet Access Services: Ethernet can also

provide a simple, Layer 2 entry point to an IP, frame

relay, or ATM service. Customer cost is reduced as

premises equipment migrates from complex WAN

access technologies to a simple 10/100 Mbps or

Gigabit Ethernet service interface. Existing SLAs are

protected with the ability to set a guaranteed rate

and/or burst rate for each service. Priority is managed

end-to-end via support for standard DiffServ, MPLS,

and 802.1p markings. In addition, service upgrades

are granular, on-demand, and they no longer require

hardware upgrades. 

IP or Internet access providers can leverage Ethernet

as an easy to deploy and administer Layer 2 service

interface. When offered as an Ethernet over

SONET/SDH service, traffic from multiple customers

spanning different access rings can be aggregated

and forwarded through shared SONET/SDH paths

to an application or service Point of Presence (POP).

This packet-optimized solution can reduce transport

costs by more than 70% as compared to legacy

TDM solutions. 

With the ability to assign a guaranteed and/or burst

rate to each subscriber and to selectively over-sub-

scribe transport capacity, there are many opportunities

for providers to compete with differentiated service

and pricing levels. Carriers also benefit as this flattened

Layer 2 access architecture reduces router hop counts

and simplifies local loop administration.  
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defining and enabling these carrier-class Ethernet

services with a solution that has been validated by

some of the most respected carriers around the world.

The Appian Solution: The
Path To Ethernet Services
Today
Appian Communications is delivering the industry’s

first optical edge solution optimized for the migration

from traditional TDM services to next-generation

packet services. Designed to bring Ethernet eco-

nomics and packet switching efficiency to existing

SONET/SDH TDM infrastructures, the Appian solution

positions carriers to reduce both operating and

capital expenditures as they turn their optical

bandwidth into revenue generating Ethernet services. 

Frame relay and ATM services can also be extended

with Ethernet as a high-speed service interface.

Standard interworking protocols play a key role as

Native Ethernet frames are mediated to frame relay

or ATM service protocols. Packets are again locally

aggregated and transported through shared, QoS-

managed SONET/SDH paths that protect the SLA

guarantees, resilience, and geographic reach typical

of these services.  Cost is reduced not only across

the transport network but also within the service

POP, where traffic is terminated in aggregated, clear

channel service trunks that replace more costly

channelized interfaces to a POP router/switch. 

Cost and complexity are further reduced as service

administration remains within the service POP. 

Ethernet Private Line, Virtual Private Lines and

Internet access represent just a few of the possibilities

enabled by a solution that is packet-optimized, fully

SONET/SDH compliant, and Ethernet services ready.

Appian Communications is leading the market in

Internet

Metro
Access

Metro/Long Haul
Transport

Co-location
Hosting Center

OC-3c

Service
POP 2

STM-4

STS-3c
STS-1

Service
POP 1

OC-12c

STM-1

Figure 2. Ethernet to the Internet.
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Appian's Optical Services Activation Platform™

(OSAP™) can be located in a building basement,

the first central office, a carrier hotel or a co-location

facility. With the OSAP, providers can migrate from

the previously rigid, circuit-optimized first mile to a

packet-optimized on-ramp enabling next-generation

Ethernet services.  Legacy TDM services are carried

forward with the OSAP’s hybrid packet/TDM archi-

tecture and native TDM interfaces. And support for

both SONET/SDH and Gigabit Ethernet transport

positions carriers for the migration to emerging

services and new markets as required. 

OSAP leadership starts by presenting Ethernet as a

universal packet services interface to customers. Based

on the OSAP’s patent-pending QoS, this Ethernet

"plug in the wall" can be software provisioned to

deliver many network services, each with an explicit

Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) and/or Maximum Burst

Rate (MBR). With service rates that scale from 64

Kbps to 1 Gbps in granular 64 Kbps increments,

customers can now buy the amount of bandwidth

they need when they need it. At the same time, 

carriers can lower operating expenses as they replace

costly and slow-to-schedule truck rolls with remote

service activation. 

Multi-service access is provided with the OSAP’s

advanced protocol mediation capabilities. Standard

Ethernet frames are first converted to a native frame

relay, PPP, ATM or Ethernet format. They are then

groomed to shared, QoS-managed SONET/SDH

paths. With this approach, traffic is cost effectively

aggregated in the local loop and then forwarded to

a service POP, eliminating the need to distribute costly

and complex router or multi-service provisioning

equipment throughout the network.

AppianVista™, the industry’s first services and element

manager for the optical edge, provides a solution that

goes beyond cryptic CLI or WEB-based "box at a time"

configuration tools to enable service provisioning,

billing and SLA management for OSAP delivered

services.  AppianVista’s north-bound CORBA, XML,

and HTML interfaces simplify integration with existing

OSS/NMS environments to enable full flow-through

provisioning, end-to-end billing and service level

management. And AppianVista’s partitioned manage-

ment views allow tiered services with wholesaler,

retailer and subscriber access to their own, privi-

leged configuration management and monitoring

information. 

CPE/CLE
Switch or Router

10/100Mbps
1GbE SONET/SDH/GbE

Transmission

FR

Internet

ATM

Customer Location Optical Edge Optical Transport Service POP

Cu
st

om
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 L
A

N

Intranet

ERP

VoIP/PBX

An Ethernet
Plug-in-the-WallTLS

Figure 3. Ethernet: A universal service interface.
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Conclusion
Ethernet will play a strategic role as providers open

their optical networks to the revenue promise of

next-generation packet services.  Low cost and sim-

plicity are only part of the Ethernet story.  A new

dimension of flexibility, enabling expanded services

at reduced operating costs, makes Ethernet singu-

larly attractive in the delivery of these high growth

packet services.

Key to the migration is a solution that can break

the rigid, costly and slow-to-provision metro access

bottleneck currently separating carriers from their

customers. The ability to leverage the existing, global

SONET/SDH infrastructure is also fundamental to

meeting cost of ownership, time-to-market and

service scale objectives. 

Appian is distinctively positioned to enable this

migration—providing a path from the infrastructure

and services of today to the services that represent

the revenue growth and profit potential of the very

near future. 

Appian Communications, Inc.
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